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Alle diese Er~cheinungen, vor allem die· Omphalebilder'~elbst, .
sind aber in Unteritalien besonders deutlich greifbar und na.chweisbar. Dies ist ein weiteres Indiz dafür, daß diekaiserzeitlicheBildwelt· in größerem Maß· von Großgriechenland ab- •
hängt, als dies gemeinhin angenommen wird. Ich hoffe, an an. derer Stelle auf diese wichtige Frage zusammenfassend ein-·
gehen zu können 94).
P
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THREE NOTES ON AESCHYLUS'
AGAMEMNON
1. 126 H.:"xP6ycr \1~Y aypet IIpleX\1oU re6AlY tioe 'ltEAeuOOC:,
reeXY'tIX OE reupywy
'X.'t;-/lYrj rep6a8e 'tcX Orj\1loreArj8Yj
\10tpIX AIXrerfeel repoc: 'to ~[IXlOY
129 1tpoaOs't<1 M 1tpoaOa 't<1 VFTr

Should we read rep6a8e d: or rep6a8e'tIX (Pauw, adopted by
Hermann)? Unlike all other modern editors, Denniston-Page
adopt the latter reading; but they admit that it is very difficult.
'The sense "additional''', they observe, 'is out of place, and
the only other possibility is "given up", "made over" (by debtor
to creditor), a sense attested in an inscription of the mid-fourth
century from Mylasa (SIG 167.12 = Schwyzer 746 A 12)'. It
is enormously improbable that so prosaic an expression shoufä
occur in early poetry, and the sense it gives would be exceptionally feeble. They also point out that on this view reupywy
would have to mean the fortress as a whole without reference
to its fortifications, which is abnormal, and 'lt't1jy~ would have
to mean not 'cattle', as it normally does, but 'possessions'. The
second of these objections is I think graver than has been realised. It is true that Hesychius explains 'X.'t1jYrj as meaning X(1)\1IX'tIX:
but no passage in any extant author gives definite support to
his allegation (not even Hesiod fr. 94 Rzach = G 5 Merkelbach,
1. 49, where we can by no means exclude the possibility that
94) Vgl. vorläufig BJbb. 155/56, 1955/56,84.
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x,"1jVEoaL means <cattle'), and itmay weH· be mistaken... Denniston-Page argue furtherin support of 1tpOa6E,"Gt that 'the interruption of 1tUpywv 1tp6a~E by the subject of the sentence is very
harsh'. This is true;but I do not agree that the different nature
of the words iriserted between genitive and postposition in
Fraenkel's two Horneric paralleis (11. IV. 54 and XII. 445 f.)
robs them of all their force, especially since it is generally
agreed that Calchas' prophecy is· expressed in harsh and crabbed
oracular language.
In sum, I come very near to agieeing with Fraenkd that
1tpOa6E'"Gt is 'impossible'. But Denmston-Page give one other-reason for accepting it that at first sight seems formidable. This
is that if we read 1tpOa~E ,"cX we must assume that x,"1jv"I) means
_ 'catde'; and in such a context the meation of cattle seems absurdly trivial. Further,the cattle are to be destroyedoutsidethewalls.
Everyone who has read the Iliad knows that theTrojans did
not do anything so foolish as to keep their cattle in such a
place; they kept them on. the slopes of Ida, and when the
Greeks inanaged to carry off any, they did not indiscriminately
slaughter them.
_ .
There is one way ofkeeping the reading 1tpOa6E,"cX :indat
the same time getting out of the text the reference to _the
slaughter of the human inhabitants of Troy which alllikelihood
demands. This is to assume that we havehere one of the in:stances, so common in oracular language, in which human beirigs _are referred to by the names of animals.We all know that anindividual. person can be referred to as, say, a cow or a lion,
as at 1127, 1223 f. and 1258 f. of this play (see Fraenkel'i;
notes on these passages). Similarly, collectivities may be so described. One recalls, for instance, the oracle of Amphilytus at
Herodotus 1,62,4:
eppm'"GtL 0' (; ~OAOC, '"0 oe Ö[X,"UOV Ex1tE1thxa-.GtL,
6UVVOL 0' ol\-L1jaouoL aEA"I)VGthje OLcX VUx,"oe

(verses which strikingly recall the language of Agam. 355-61).
Even in non-oracular language, such words as aYEA"I) or ~atioc are
not infrequently used of hurnans. Theword 0'~\-LL01tA"I)6l'J has
been rightly explained since Hermannas equivaleritto itoAAa
01j\-LLGt, that is [0 say, as meaning 'many and of the people'. The
first half of this compound may just as well correspond to a
defining as to a possessive genitive; in other words, the phrase
might mean 'the many herds of the people' in the sense that
the herds_ are the people's property; but it might equally well
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mean it in the sense that the many herds are the people. I can
see no linguistic objection to this way of understanding the
compound.
This view has the advantage of enabling us to take 'x:c1jY"f]
in its normal sense, of getting rid of the objectionable 'ltpocrl:Je'Ca,
and of allowing us to suppose that by means of an oracular
license highly consonant with the character of the context, 'X.'C1jY'Yj
is being used to make the expected reference to the Trojan
people. It also enables us to understand why the 'cattle' are to
be slaughtered before the walls. The men of Troy took their
stand against the invader 'ltuAcXWY ... 'ltpocrl:Je (11. XII. 445, where
e1cr't1j'X.€l, as Fraenkel points out, is inserted between these two
words); it is their fate oA€cr8a~ W'X.A€~ti)<; 'ltpO 'ltOA'YjO<; (11. XXII.
110, a passage that may have been in Aeschylus' mind when
he wrote Agam. 1304). This interpretation seems to me to have
considerable advantages over any other that has been suggested.
2. 1055-7 OÖ'CO~ 8upalq. 'Cijo' elt0i crXOA1) 'ltcXpa
'Cplß€W' 'CcX ltEY yap tcr'Cla<; ltecr0lt<PcXAOU
Ecr'C'Yj'X.€Y 1]0'1). lt'YjAa 'ltpO<; cr<paya<; 'ltUpo<;.
'All is darkness here', say Denniston-Page of 1056-7;
both they and Fraenkel clearly summarise the difficulties. Both
they and he agree that the notion thattcr'Cla<; lt€cr0lt<PcXAOU is what
Sidgwick calls 'a loose local genitive ... vaguely indicating the
region' is highly unconvincing. This is not a construction that
we expect to meet with in such a context. Moreover Fraenkel
is right when he says 'the obvious way of constructing the passage is to take 'Ca ltEY yap ... lt'YjAa together'; but how can we
effect this without leaving in the air the intervening words
tcr'Cla<; lt€cr0lt<PcXAOU? There is a second difficulty. Fraenkel has
given good reason for treating the words 'ltpo<; cr<paya<; 'ltUp0<; as
a crux; and Denniston-Page agree with hirn.
I suggest that the clue to the understanding of tcr'Cla<; lt€cr0lt<pcXAOU is given by the weH-known fact that the Greeks when
sacrificing began and ended with an offering to the goddess
Hestia. The evidence is weH summarised by F. Schwenn, Gebet
und Opfer (Heidelberg, 1927), 120 f.; cf. A. Preuner, HestiaVesta (1864), and in Roscher, Myth. Lex. I, 2614 f.; W. Süss in
R.-E. VIII. 1272 f.; P. Stengel, Die Griechischen Kultusaltertümer, p. 114,n. 15; A. C. Pearson on Sophocles. Fr. 726 (vol. 11,
p.329). a<p' 'Ecr'Cla<; apx €cr6a~ was a common proverb (see LeutsdlSchneidewin on Zenobius 1,40 in Paroem. Gr., vol. 1, p. 14); in
the present connection, it is particularly relevant to mention
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that at Olympia they sacrificed to Hestia before sacrificing to
Olympian Zeus (Pausanias V, 14,6).
Suppose we write 'Eo'tlac with a capital E, and take it as
referring not to the hearth but to the goddess: the genitive will
then be a simple possessive, and the difficulty oftaking 'ta p.h yap
with p.'i'jAa will vanish. The sense resulting will be good; for
since it was generally known that one sacrificed to Hestia first,
to say 'Hestia's oxen are ready' will have been a natural way,
at least in poetry, of saying, 'The sacrifice is ready to begin'.
What is the meaning of P.€ooP.epcUou? In the only other
place where this epithet is attached to the noun ~o'tla the reference is to the sacred hearth near the op.epa.A6C at Delphi (Euripides, Ion 462); but I see no reason why it should not also be
an epithet of the goddess. It could conceivably have reference
to her special position at Delphi; cf. Hymn. Hom. 24, 1-2,
Aristonous II p. 164 Powell (Diehl vol. 2, 2nd. edn., p. 301)
('Eo'tlav .. & xat 'OMp.1tou xat p.uxov yalac p.€o6p.epa),ov a.€t
IIuSlav 't€ OcXepvav xa'tExouoa vaoy a.v' Öt\Jl1tUAOV IDOl~OU XOP€U€LC).
But she may weIl have the epithet simply because of the central
position which her shrine occupies in each household: cf. Hymn.
H Dm. 5, 30 xal 't€ p.loep OLXep xa't' ap' E~€'to,Simias fr. 9 Powell
= fr. 5 Diehl 'Io'tla &yv~, a.1t' ~U~€lYWV p.loa 'tOlXWV, Hymn. Orph.
84, 1 f. Quandt 2 'Eo'tla, ... fj p.looy OLXOV EX€LC 1tUPOc a.€V~
OLO P.€yto'tou. In this context the adjective would function
both as a solemn epithet of the goddess and as an indication
of the spot at which the sacrifice was to take place. We certainly ought to print 'Eo'ttac with a capital E; but the truth
is that in such a case the Greeks did not distinguish sharply
between the god and the sacred object; compare uHcpaLOtOI; as the
first word of the Beacon Speech at 281.
What of the crux at the end of 1. 1057? Plutarch Mor.
703 D says that Hesiod (Op. 748) is right to warn people
against eating or washing from vessels over which sacrifice has
not been offered; they should eat, says he, a.'itapXac tij> 1tUpt xat
ylpa t'i'jc OLaXOytac a.1tooL06vtac. This notion of rewarding the fire
for its services may very weIl lie at the root of the custom of
sacrificing first to Hestia; and this consideration seems to me
somewhat to strengthen the case for the conjecture 1tpoocpayat
1tUp6c, which Denniston-Page tentatively put forward (p. 163).
3. 1652: - a.Ha xa.yw p.~v 1tp6xw1toc oux ava(vop.aL Sav€Tv.
This is what the manuscripts offer, and what most editors
have printed. They have taken it to mean, in Paley's words,
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'But I, too, be assured, do not object to die with my hand on
my sword'; but we require the sense, 'But I am ready with
sword advanced, and do not shrink from death'. E. Lobel (ap.
Fraenkel, p. 788) obtains this by d1anging OUX to OUo': DennistonPage follow him: Fraenkel has preferred XOOx. Either of these
suggestions might be right; but I had rather be more economical
and simply insert a colon after 1tPOXtll1tOC;;, leaving OUX alone.
There is no reason to be afraid of the asyndeton. A
similar case is that of P. V. 54, where all editors print a single
sentence: 'X.at l-lijv 1tpOXELpa y;aALa BEpXEa8aL mipa.
This is not impossible, but I should much prefer to insert a
colon after y;aALa. Ellipse of the verb 'to be' is especially common with E'tOtll'oC;; and its synonyms (such as 1tpOXELpa at P. V.
54) and virtual synonyms (such as 1tPOXtll1tOC;; at Agam. 1652 1 );
see A. C. Pearson on Euripides, Hel. 1523, J. D. Denniston on
Euripides, EI. 37). With oEpxEa8aL 1tapa as an independent
sentence, compare bpäv 1tapEcr'tL at Agam. 1354 and Sophocles,
Ant. 1293 and bpäv 1tapa at PSI 1211 (= Aeschylus, Fr. 225
Mette = Fr. 286 Lloyd-Jones), 1. 28. After it had occurred to
me that it would be bettel' to place a colon after y;aAta, I
looked up Rostagni's facsimile of M, where a colon is plainly
visible in this place.
Another place in Aeschylus where editors have been insufficiently alive to the possibility of asyndeton is Supp1. 926. M
offers
~xoucra 'tOll1tOC;; ouoap.wc;; <ptA6~EVOV,

which Wecklein, Mazon and Murray in his first edition followed the older editors in keeping unchanged. Headlam made
a step in the right direction when he wrote
-Yjxouaa, 'tOU1tOc;;( 0') ouoal.LWC;; <pLA6~EYOV:
Wilamowitz, Weil' Smyth, Vürtheim, Murray in his second
edition and Kraus all followed suit. But we need only to place
a colon after -Yjxoucra; then there is no need to insert 0'.
Oxford
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1) npoxo)T(OC; may weil have found its way in from the preceding line,
displacing same orher adjcctive. Herwerden suggested ~lcpiJp'lic;, A. S. F. Gow
(in C. Q. VIII, 1914, 6) ~lcpOOAx6c;. I should not dare co change the text;
but I think it possible that Aeschylus may have wrinen np6XElpOc;.

